WMD - Weapons of Mass Deception
The Unvarnished Truth About the “COVID-19 Pandemic”
(COVID = Confidence Operation Victimizing Imbecilic Dummies)
by A. True Ott, PhD, ND

Zoob’s law: “Generally people tend to fear, and thus radically oppose that which they don’t understand, the degree of their panicked opposition being directly proportionate to their ignorance.”

The reality is: modern “Main-Stream Media” (MSM) thrives on bad news. Bad news is craved by the human “reptilian brain”. It tends to create a sort of opium-like fix to the masses, for whatever reason. And the truth is, there can be no more provocative “bad news” than the looming specter of a mysterious, viral-based indiscriminate mass-killer stalking the entire world like a hooded, grim reaper-type serial murderer. Such an image tends to immediately strike irrational fear and panic into the hearts of the generally ignorant masses - who have been systematically programmed to believe and unquestioningly trust the “white coated medical establishment” and/or people with imputed authority over them in general. Ergo the mass media lock step together to fuel the red-hot panic fires and soon a simple, far-removed “outbreak” in China quickly devolves into an “epidemic” - which quickly becomes a “pandemic” (an epidemic ruled by irrational PAN-ic) and in a blink of an eye - basic human freedoms (such as the freedom to assemble and of free speech) are quickly and all-too-readily sacrificed on the pagan god “Pan’s” (the root origin of the words PAN-ic and PAN-demic) altar of ignorance and chaos. Remember, FEAR is an acronym too: “False Expectations Appearing Real.”
So, let’s shed some light of truth on this subject, and see if we can possibly reduce the fear and panic levels just a bit, ok?

First, let us take a quick cursory look at the microscopic critter called a virus (a Latin word literally meaning poison). A virus is simply defined as a genetic core of DNA (or RNA) with specific strands of proteins attached to it. Viruses are the ultimate parasite. They cannot replicate and reproduce without a “host” - i.e. a living cell which the invading virus uses, forcing the host cell to duplicate the virus and replicate and spread to other host cells.

Cells of a healthy and vibrant living organism have their own natural anti-viral defenses, however. When a virus invades a cell and begins to replicate, the host organism begins to immediately produce “anti-bodies” that attach to the virus’ proteins making it difficult to replicate. Eventually the proteins of the coated virus are broken down, the organism’s internal temperature is increased (aka a fever is produced) and eventually the virus itself is consumed by the cells in what is known collectively as an “immune response.”

Did you know that viruses are very diverse in nature, with to date nearly 10,000 different viruses having been identified and catalogued by scientists known as “virologists”? The vast majority of the nearly 10,000 identified viruses in the world are totally benign and completely harmless to humans. But there are a handful of viruses that are problematic. Most harmful viruses to humans are of the “corona” variety (named for the spike-like “crowns” on the virus’ surface proteins). Seasonal influenza and the common cold are prime examples of common “corona” viruses (as are herpes simplex and chickenpox/shingles) - Cold and influenza corona
viruses are transferred back and forth between the closest DNA relative to Human Beings - the pig - slightly altering the virus DNA and proteins in the process, resulting in the need for a whole new set of anti-bodies (produced via “symptoms” of infection) to be created as this new variation of a “seasonal” coronal virus infecting the human cells. Incidentally, this is the big problem with seasonal “flu vaccines” - the statistical likelihood that the virologist’s computer calculations can accurately predict the corona virus’ specifically subtle DNA alterations from year-to-year is about the same as winning a lottery. So more often than not - the widespread “flu shot” administration by Big Pharma causes a secondary, lab-altered strain of influenza to be introduced and spread amongst the human populace each and every “flu season” - a secondary, un-natural lab-created strain that is usually more potentially harmful than the “natural selection” variety. But there is one potentially positive outcome of a seasonal “flu shot” - as inaccurate as the targeted virus in the shot may be - the shot often triggers enough of an immune response to keep the body from contracting a more severe case of influenza from the naturally altered bug.

ORIGINS OF THE SO-CALLED “SPANISH FLU” PANDEMIC OF 1918

In the history of large-scale protracted wars, it is a fact that viral invaders such as the dreaded typhus fever typically killed more combatants than bullets, arrows, swords, or bayonets combined. So when Europe became embroiled in the “Great War” (aka WWI) the fledgling vaccine industry (headed largely by John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil labs) swung into action in a major effort to conquer the disease (ironically so the combatants could more effectively kill each other).
Wrongfully thinking that the salmonella bacteria that caused typhus was the only infectious agent to be concerned about (viruses had not yet been discovered) lab technicians proceeded to extract pus and fluid from typhus-fever-infected human victims’ fever blisters, then incubated the bacteria en masse in the eggs of chickens and other poultry such as ducks and turkeys - then transferred the swarming bacteria into herds of swine for further cultivation and eventual harvesting. The resulting “vaccine” concoction was then marketed and sold to both opposing sides of the “Great War” during the winter/spring of 1917-1918. Of course, not only was this new miracle cure sold to the warring factions, it also became quite the populist rage with the civilian populations of the world as well. Within just a few weeks following the mass vaccine injections having been administered, what was originally diagnosed as “para-typhus” infections began to spread worldwide like wildfire. Literally millions of vibrant young men and women who were totally healthy in the morning, were lying cold and stiff on mortician’s slabs in the afternoon and evening of the same day. They all exhibited fits of extreme coughing spasms - resulting in hemorrhaged bronchial tissues. The victims aspirated, literally drowning in their own blood as it filled their lungs. Tens of millions of victims died.

For decades up until the 2nd World War - most honest health researchers knew absolutely and conclusively what in fact was fully responsible for the extremely lethal “pandemic” of 1918 - a horribly botched and toxic vaccination campaign. A comprehensive book titled “The Horrors of Vaccination” was duly compiled and printed in 1921 - and was ceremoniously presented to President Woodrow Wilson in a well-attended event at the White House’s famous rose garden. During the 1940’s, however, with the new discovery of viruses all the rage, and the largesse of
Rockefeller’s international holdings and “scientific stories” in the newspapers and magazines, the golden age of the vaccination nation was just gaining a strong foothold. The “para-typhus” nomenclature was eventually replaced with the title “Spanish Influenza” - and the entire truth was systematically tucked away from public scrutiny.

1918 Killer Virus Identified, Isolated, and Re-Created

In what was the tragic result of what I submit was likely an honest mistake - millions and millions of young, innocent men and women died truly tragic and horrific deaths worldwide. In the early 1950’s, various “corona” viruses were duly identified, catalogued and intensely studied - including the common cold and flu strains. Virology (the study of viruses) was flourishing as never before in the nation’s University laboratories. America’s massively powerful and profitable “military-industrial complex” began to think in terms of the possibilities of “weaponizing” these extremely virulent killer viruses. A “cold war” rush began in order to find out exactly what sort of deadly germ in fact caused the greatly exorbitant death toll of 1918. The complete sordid story is told in a “commemorative” 2018 article on the CDC’s website - honoring the 100th year anniversary of the deadly, man-made “corona” virus (-CoV) and how it’s genetic “blueprint” was sequenced and eventually successfully recreated and then PATENTED. Source: https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/reconstruction-1918-virus.html

SO WHAT EXACTLY IS COVID-19?
Any “corona” type virus (which includes the common cold and influenza viruses) is given the identification CoV (for Coronal Virus) and the hyphenated number is the year the virus was first identified. COVID-19 simply means a “novel” (new) CoV first identified in 2019 - November 19, 2019 to be specific. Unless one is a trained virologist with an electron microscope or two at one’s disposal, one has to accept the addition of a “novel” (or new) virus to the long list of potentially infectious agents with basically blind faith. After all, why would anybody, especially a white-coated medical authority, be motivated to lie and mislead the masses about such a thing?

As explained earlier in this chapter - there are dozens of strains of “corona” viruses - easily identified by their specific “crown-like protein structures under the microscope. As such, it is quite simple and easy to “test” for a “corona” virus in order to effectively rule out any possible bacteriological infection. Thus “corona virus test kits” were manufactured years ago, basically for the wise and discerning health care practitioner to determine if an anti-biotic pill or shot should be prescribed. Why? Because a corona virus is simply not affected by any form of anti-biotic. You have to let your natural immune system do its work with viruses - as described earlier. (Research has shown, for instance, that the mineral zinc and vitamin c have anti-viral properties - because zinc strengthens the cell walls making it more difficult for the parasitic viruses to invade - and vitamin C helps the body produce antibodies.) One of the worst things to consume is refined sugar, including high fructose corn syrups - as clinical studies show that sugar robs cells of oxygen as it stresses the cells and weakens the cellular membranes making any virus infection more widespread and potentially more virulent.
What is escaping the attention of the vast majority of American’s is the fact that the CDC (or any other lab) has not yet developed a COVID-19 specific test. That test would mean being able to specifically analyze the DNA and protein chains that are SPECIFIC AND UNIQUE to the “novel” COVID-19. Rather, what is being “tested” is merely the presence of ANY CoV (corona virus) in the upper nose and throat of the individual being tested. The reality is, if a person tests “presumptive positive” - it could just as easily mean that person had been infected with a “common cold” or a benign influenza virus that has not been able to colonize the cells. In other words, the “testing” currently being conducted around the world does not specifically identify the “pandemic novel” variety the world is so panic stricken over. It merely detects the presence of a CORONA-TYPE virus in the nose and/or throat of the person who may be experienced symptoms. If the test is “positive” for CORONA (not COVID-19 specifically, mind you), and the three “symptoms” (fever, lethargy, chest congestion) are present - then the individual is PRESUMED to have contracted the “novel” Covid-19. The problem is, the three symptoms are also exactly the same with the common cold or influenza - which are also “corona” viruses. Why not diagnose “seasonal influenza” as opposed to “covid-19?” Could it be that there would absolutely be no “pandemic” if that happened?”

For instance, a simple, basic, rudimentary DNA test of blood at a crime scene could quickly determine if the particular blood sample in question was human or animal. But it would then take a much more detailed and specific test to determine exactly WHOSE blood via specific DNA analysis to determine conclusively what it actually was. Therefore, the reality is if a famous athlete or a powerful politician happens to “test positive” for
“corona” - all we can truthfully say for sure is that person tested positive for any possible number of corona viruses circulating the populace at this particular time of year. I submit that to say it is POSITIVELY COVID-19 is disingenuous and does nothing but fuel what may well turn out to be totally irrational fears.

Speaking of totally irrational fears - consider that according to the CDC and the WHO - the USA has, as of March 19, 2020 - a grand total of 7,100 “presumed positive” corona-virus cases with a grand total of 100 deaths nationwide. Now look comparatively at the official “influenza” cases for the 2017-18 “flu season” also posted on the CDC website. There we learn that there were 45 MILLION CASES of “seasonal influenza” - and 61,000 deaths in the USA alone over 5 months. (Over 650,000 deaths worldwide.) Yet there was no declared “pandemic” - no closed stadiums, no canceled NBA season, no NCAA sport suspensions, no limiting of assemblies over 100 people, etc. etc. etc. Why? Because the general public has been conditioned over the years to accept the “seasonal flu” as a simple fact of life and death. Even though 61,000 people died from it - there is no cause for panic or alarm in the populace. It’s simply “business as usual”. But introduce through the world’s media machine a “novel” or “new” virus into the people’s consciousness, and instantaneously irrational fear replaces common sense and critical thinking is abandoned. Zoob’s Law once again!

Of course, I hear the talking heads declare the prevailing argument of “just wait - its going to get MUCH WORSE.” What? You mean this season’s “corona” virus could cause as much as 61,000 deaths and 45 million cases in the US alone just like the 2017-18 ‘corona’ flu did?? The
WHO even admits that China is pretty much back to “normal” - so why would the USA and the world not follow suit? Keep in mind this salient fact: that both COVID-19 and seasonal influenza are forms of CORONA VIRUSES - and hopefully you can understand the truth - that “influenza” is simply nothing new - deaths and illnesses happen every year - so what? Ho Hum, (yawn). But if a NOVEL thing happens to grab headlines and fuel irrational fears - well all hell literally breaks loose. Source: https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/index.html

THE AGENDA OF THE SO-CALLED “EVENT 201”

Please understand that you have to understand the fact that as many as 11 “novel” strains of the lethal 1918 corona virus (the 1918 Killer) were created, weaponized, and eventually even patented by certain “elite” corporate heads since the year 2007. These “Weapons of Mass Deception” were/are being mass produced in various BLS4 labs worldwide. (One of the biggest labs just happens to be located in the heart of the Wuhan region of China.)

It is a little known fact that a rather elite group of 17 individuals met at the exclusive Pierre luxury hotel in New York on October 18, 2019 for the sole purpose of “planning extensively for a ‘mock’ pandemic “novel CoV” event.” How could they have possibly known that exactly one month later, the exact events they had “hypothetically” planned for would unfold exactly as they had scripted in their little “harmless planning meeting”? The WHO “platform” they unveiled at their enclave would have the ability to “track the novel CoV virus as it spread” day by day, and hour by hour, country by country worldwide. And so it is actually supposedly doing that very thing
today. And of course, Johns Hopkins would be the epicenter of the “science” needed to fuel the “exercise” of course. So, is it fair to question whether this entire debacle is merely an “exercise” and the “novel” corona is in reality just a seasonal influenza? The average John Q. Public citizen has little choice but to follow the dictates of their state and local leaders, who in turn have been fully “debriefed” and instructed in how best to keep their people “safe” from this horrific monster by complicit “epidemiologists” who get their marching orders from the CDC, and/or Johns Hopkins. And of course, every daily newspaper and every daily news broadcast performs their prescribed jobs too, and keeps the monster well fed. Am I saying people aren’t really dying around the world? No, of course not. What I AM saying is that, according to the very same “authorities” - the same numbers of deaths are very commonplace each and every year from influenza. According to the WHO statistics, over 650,000 people die from seasonal influenza every year worldwide. As mentioned earlier, the CDC in Atlanta reported 61,000 seasonal flu deaths in the U.S. alone in 2017-18. If those numbers are true and accurate, then why all of the sensationalism this year concerning numbers that appear to be much, much lower than 2017-18? I submit the answer is that this “pandemic” has indeed been an “exercise” to see just how the citizens of the world would respond to the “exercise” and to gauge the effect on the world’s economic model.
So why did the “elite” name it “Event 201”? Why the number 201? Is there an esoteric hidden meaning to the number 201? Indeed there is.

According to the “new age” movement where channeling “spirit guides” and holding seances is commonplace, we learn the occult meaning of “201” from one such website which declares:

“The number 201 is a combination of energy and attributes of the numbers 2, 0 and 1.

The number 2 in general symbolizes duality, harmony and balance, partnership, relationships, adaptability, diplomacy, selflessness and sensitivity. This number also signifies trust in your Divine soul’s path and mission into the coming NEW AGE of Enlightenment.

The number 0 enhances the energy and attributes of other numbers. This number signifies developing your spirituality. It can also be a sign of beginning a spiritual journey. This number also signifies the need to listen to your higher self and your intuition for answers and guidance from your spirit guides.

The number 1 signifies creation of reality through actions, beliefs and thoughts. **It is the number of new beginnings.** leadership, success, achievements, progress and self – reliance.

So, in other words, the number 201 is an esoteric code of sorts. It symbolizes “forming a powerful partnership (2) in order to the capture and use the ENERGY OF THE EARTH (0) and thus produce a NEW BEGINNING (or New Order) (1). Notice how the earth is the stylized zero in their logo (with virus “dots” emanating from it).
Here is the “official” website link of “Event 201”. Determine for yourself if all of this is mere coincidence or not by watching the 12 minute “highlight reel” found at this direct link:

http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/videos.html

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE “GLOBAL PANDEMIC EXERCISE”
EVENT 201

Oh yes, I can hear the attacks to this writing coming already - this is all a meaninglessly stupid “CONSPIRACY THEORY”. Pay it no mind!! But before you the reader succumb to such witless propaganda, consider first the very definition of the word conspiracy: 1. An agreement to perform together an illegal, wrongful, or subversive act. 2. A group of conspirators. 3. Law An agreement between two or more persons to commit a crime or accomplish a legal purpose through illegal action. 4. A joining or acting together, as if by sinister design: a conspiracy of wind and tide that devastated coastal areas.

So does a day-long gathering of 17 very powerful individuals at an exclusively ritzy NYC hotel in and of itself constitute a “conspiracy” or just an unfounded coincidental “theory”? I submit that in order to answer that question honestly, one has to look at the total evidence gathered and then look at the history and collective worldview paradigms of the 17 individuals involved in context of what they were “planning”. Then ask yourself the question: “Do these 17 individuals when taken collectively have the means, opportunity, and MOTIVE to commit a widespread crime against humanity, or were they just engaged in harmless conjecture and/or prescient planning?”
Let’s take a detailed look into each of the 17 invited guests, and then see if we can determine WHO invited them and more importantly, WHY? Who in fact called the meeting and paid all the expenses? It is probably safe to assume that the “sponsors” are the ones who called the meeting to order and who set the agenda. Who exactly are the three sponsors? 1. Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 2. World Economic Forum, and 3. Johns Hopkins - specifically the BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH - Center for Health Security. In fact, it appears that the BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH was the official host of this massive “planning exercise”.

Here is the official roster of invited attendees (i.e. Who’s Who in the Zoo)

2. **Chris Elias**, President, Global Development division, Gates Foundation
3. **Tim Evans**, Former Senior Director of Health, World Bank Group
4. **Avril Haines**, Former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency; Former Deputy National Security Advisor
5. **Sofia Borges**, Senior Vice President, UN Foundation
6. **George Gao**, Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention
7. **Latoya Abbott**, Risk Management and Global Senior Director, Occupational Health Services, Marriott International
8. **Stanley Bergman**, Chairman of the Board and CEO, Henry Schein, Inc. (the largest single worldwide distributor of medical and dental supplies including vaccines, pharmaceuticals, financial services and equipment)
9. **Stephen Redd**, Deputy Director, Public Health Service and Implementation Science, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
10. **Paul Stoffels**, Chief Scientific Officer, Johnson & Johnson
11. Jane Halton, Board member, ANZ Bank; Former Secretary of Finance and Former Secretary of Health, Australia
12. Matthew Harrington, Global Chief Operations Officer, Edelman (one of the largest PR/marketing consultancy firms in the world, in fees/revenue)
13. Chokwe Ihekweazu, Director General, Nigeria Centre for Disease Control
14. Martin Knuchel, Head of Crisis, Emergency and Business Continuity Management, Lufthansa Group Airlines
15. Eduardo Martinez, President, The UPS Foundation
16. Hasti Taghi, Vice President and Executive Advisor, NBCUniversal Media
17. Lavan Thiru, Chief Representative, Monetary Authority of Singapore

[*IGWELS is an acronym recognized to few outside the power elite – the “Informal Gatherings of World Economic Leaders”. These are the very top-tier closed meetings “restricted to the likes of prime ministers, foreign and finance ministers and central bank governors”.][Source]

Let’s analyze each of the individuals on “the list” and take an in-depth look at the multinational corporations and interests they cumulatively represent - beginning with Ryan Morhard, IGWELs and the World Economic Forum.

Few people in the United States have even heard of IGWELS (Informal Gatherings of World Economic Leaders) much less followed their shadowy machinations on the world stage. Each year, in January, a resort enclave in the Swiss Alps named DAVOS is host to the annual formal meeting of invited (i.e. elite) members of the WEF (World Economic Forum). That’s the FORMAL gathering known simply in their lingo simply as “DAVOS”. However, following the January “DAVOS” enclave, there are literally hundreds of “informal gatherings” of other, lower echelon, but still hand-picked world “leaders” in order to execute their specified agenda. This is
what is known as IGWEL. It clearly appears that “Event 201” was actually an “IGWEL” event. Believe me, that is significant.

Let’s start with Mr. Ryan Morhard - the clearly designated “leader” of the pack of 17. This gentleman is pretty active on the globalist-first stage. He even has his own BIO page entry on the World Economic Forum’s website (no small feat to say the least). Below his picture, here is exactly what his “job description” at the W.E.F. says:

![Ryan Morhard](image)

**Ryan Morhard**

I have to ask: What exactly is the “Lead” of the so-called “CoVID ACTION PLATFORM” of the “World Economic Forum”? It appears as if the “CoVID Action Platform” was actually formed months, if not years before the “Event 201” exercise was scheduled and the formal plan itself outlined and discussed on October 18, 2017 at the “Pierre Hotel.” And is not “Global Health Security” and “CoVID ACTION” antagonistic antonyms perhaps? In other words, doesn’t a worldwide CoVID “pandemic” jeopardize “Global Health Security” (that is if the “outbreak” truly happens naturally), as well as threatening the world’s economic security in a primal way? I submit it
depends totally on which side of the fence you are on. For instance if you want to MANIPULATE the markets and massively PROFIT economically then does it not make sense that planning, orchestrating and controlling a false flag type of “pandemic" under the cover and disguise of a seasonal cold or flu (aka “coronal” viruses too, don’t forget) via consistent reporting on a world-wide scale would be a very powerful tool indeed - i.e. the ultimate “insider trading” violation of all violations. Like Josef Goebbels - (the propaganda minister for Hitler) was reported to have said: “Tell a big enough lie often enough, then the masses will not only believe it, but they will choose to actually defend it.” Keep in mind that the average citizen of Germany as Hitler rose to power was god-fearing, honest, hard working, and quite intelligent and ingenious in many ways. Yet through constant and consistent propaganda, the people eventually embraced a very destructive set of lies and misinformation - and millions of innocents died as a direct result, and lives were forever changed. This is very serious indeed.

2. Dr. Chris Elias - employed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

BIOGRAPHY

Dr. Chris Elias, President of the Global Development Program at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, leads the foundation’s efforts to accelerate the delivery of proven healthcare products and solutions to those who need them most, focusing on appropriate and sustainable strategies with the potential to improve the health of hundreds of millions of people in underserved communities.
Dr. Elias served from 2000 to 2012 as the president and CEO of PATH, an international, nonprofit organization dedicated to improving the health of people around the world by developing innovative health technologies, strengthening healthcare systems, and encouraging healthy behaviors. He serves on the Creighton University Board of Trustees and the University of Washington Department of Global Health External Advisory Board. He is a member of the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board.

Dr. Elias holds an MD from Creighton University, having completed postgraduate training in internal medicine at the University of California San Francisco, and an MPH from the University of Washington. He was a fellow in the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars Program and is a member of the National Academy of Medicine.

Sounds like Dr. Elias is an incredible humanitarian doesn’t it? But dig a little deeper and you find what Dr. Elias is actually focused on: the development and deployment of new VACCINES and drugs - specifically in three population dense nations - specifically India, Nigeria, and Ethiopia. One such new vaccine just received a $5 million dollar grant from the Gate’s Foundation - placing it on the fast track to be available before the year is out. The company is named Inovio Pharmaceuticals.

According to FinsMes.com: Plymouth Meeting, Pa.-based biotechnology company Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (NASDAQ:INO) received a new $5m grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

The grant will be used to accelerate the testing and scale up of CELLECTRA® 3PSP proprietary smart device for the intradermal delivery of INO-4800, a DNA vaccine for COVID-19. INO-4800 is in preclinical studies and is planned to advance into Phase 1 clinical trials in the U.S. in April with up to $9 million funding from CEPI.
Inovio plans to accelerate the testing and scale up of the CELLECTRA 3PSP “Smart” devices to support large scale manufacturing of INO-4800 doses by the end of 2020. The CELLECTRA 3PSP device is designed specifically for a COVID-19 type pandemic scenario. It is a small, portable, hand-held, user-friendly device that runs on readily available “AA” batteries. This allows for stockpiling of the device in quantity without maintenance. It is based on its current device with extensive history (over 6,000 administrations) which has received the CE mark and has an acceptable safety profile. The streamlined design also allows it to be readily produced at reduced costs and large scale. The company’s San Diego Device Manufacturing facility will build initial quantities and demonstrate the design and scale up of manufacturing processes which can then be transferred to additional contract manufacturers for increased capacity. Initial development of CELLECTRA 3PSP was started in 2019 with $8.1 million funding from the medical arm of the U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)’s Medical CBRN Defense Consortium.

Led by Dr. J. Joseph Kim, President & CEO, Inovio aims to deliver one million doses of INO-4800 and devices to support them by year end with existing resources and capacity with the appropriate support from its funding partners. The company also is working to scale up both INO-4800 and CELLECTRA 3PSP devices to potentially make available millions of doses to combat this outbreak. Inovio’s DNA medicine platform is suited to respond against emerging viruses with pandemic potential. The company was the first to advance its DNA vaccine INO-4700 against MERS-CoV, a related coronavirus, into evaluation in humans. INO-4700 is the only MERS-CoV vaccine in Phase 1/2a setting, and Inovio is currently preparing to initiate a larger Phase 2 vaccine trial for INO-4700 in the Middle East where most MERS viral outbreaks have occurred. These efforts are supported by previous CEPI funding of up to $56 million and from other collaborators and partners.

What you have to understand is that because of the bogeyman monster called the 2020 “pandemic” crippling society and economies - the requisite FDA approvals and deployment of the “DNA VACCINE” known as INO-4800 and CELLECTRA 3PSP delivery system is now massively accelerated. Long-term testing for possible deleterious “side-effects” is
effectively eliminated. Normally such a “novelty” vaccine and delivery system would take 5-10 years to receive approvals - but as the article above clearly delineates, up to a million vaccines will be available before the end of 2020. That is an incredible fast-track movement. Keep in mind that Inovia Pharmaceuticals produces the infamous HPV vaccine targeting young girls and young boys too. I have personally interviewed some of the victims of the HPV vaccine’s massive side effects - and they are heart breaking.

What concerns me personally and professionally is the fact that this new experimental vaccine is specifically designed to inject volumes of foreign virus DNA directly INTO the human cell itself - instead of the traditional extra-cellular method consistent with traditional vaccines. As explained earlier in this writing, this is exactly what viruses themselves are designed to do - to enter INTO the cell and replicate there. The best protection against viral infections is to keep the cell membrane as impermeable as possible - which is what the mineral zinc accomplishes.

The theory behind the novel “INO-4800” DNA vaccine is that anti-bodies can be more effectively produced when viral DNA is introduced into the interior of the cell. The CELLECTRA device pulses an electric current onto the cell wall making it “temporarily more permeable”. The foreign Viral DNA then causes the cell to die - and theoretically increases the anti-body production process.

The problem, as I see it, is there is already extensive evidence that 5G and even 4G waves cause the human cell membranes to leak causing permanent mitochondrial damage on a large scale. In my opinion, more
testing MUST be done to determine the possible long-term implications of placing foreign DNA material into the very heart of the cell. What effects could this have on the human DNA strands located in the cell’s nucleus for instance? Remember what the book “The Horrors of Vaccination” documented so well concerning the 1918 “pandemic” origins? It was well-meaning and sincere “scientists” that unwittingly created a super-killer corona virus.

Clearly, the “pandemic” has placed such new vaccines on the super fast track for deployment, and that should concern everyone.


Timothy G. Evans is the Director, Health, Nutrition and Population at the World Bank. Dr. Evans has been active in the international health arena for more than 20 years.

Before joining the World Bank, he was the Dean of the James P. Grant School of Public Health of BRAC University in Bangladesh. Previously, he served as Assistant Director General at the World Health Organization, heading the Evidence, Information, Research and Policy Clusters, where he oversaw the production for the annual World Health Report. Dr. Evans has been a leader in career, notably through his work with the Rockefeller Foundation and the Harvard School of Public Health and with his contributions to the development of innovative partnerships, including the Global Alliance on Vaccines and Immunization, INDEPT and Health Metrics networks, the Global Health Workforce Alliance and the World Alliance for Patient Safety.
4. Avril Danika Haines - Former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency; Former Deputy National Security Advisor for President Barak Obama.

Five facts you need to know about Ms. Avril D. Haines.

1. According to the Baltimore Sun, Before her political career with Obama, Haines owned a quaint little book store in the Baltimore area where she personally hosted weekly “Erotica Nights”. According to interviewed eyewitnesses, she would often dress up in provocative lingerie surrounded by red candles and red lights and read extensively from erotica best sellers such as these juicy titles shown below. (I wonder how she and Mr. Morehard got along!)
2. Before Obama tabbed her as his CIA “Deputy Director and then his Deputy National Security Advisor - Ms. Haines had absolutely zero experience with the sordid inner workings of the CIA.

3. Haines was chosen for these positions, according to Obama Administration insiders, because she had personally assisted Obama with some “personal issues”.

4. Today, Ms. Haines co-chairs a very powerful and influential Ivy-League position - she co-chairs Columbia University’s Foreign Policy for America’s Policy Committee. Avril is also Deputy Director of Columbia World Projects at Columbia University, a Senior Fellow at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, is a Member of the National Commission on Military, National, and Public Service, and serves on a number of boards and advisory groups, including the Nuclear Threat Initiative’s Bio Advisory Group, the Board of Trustees for the Vodafone Foundation, and the Refugees International Advisory Council. She most recently served as the Principal Deputy National Security Advisor to President Obama. Just prior to that appointment, she was the Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and before that she served as the Legal Adviser to the National Security Council. Avril has also served as the head of the Treaty Office at the Department of State, as Deputy Chief Counsel for the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and as a legal officer at The Hague Conference on Private International Law. She is published in private international law and international humanitarian law. Avril received a bachelor’s degree in Physics from the University of Chicago, founded and ran a bookstore cafe for five years while engaged in community service in Baltimore, and then went to law
school at Georgetown University Law Center, where she received her degree. After law school, Avril clerked for Judge Danny Boggs on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.

Read one of Ms. Haines' recent works such as this gobbledygook legalistic determination as to what the actual definition of GENOCIDE should be. (I have to wonder if Ms. Haines would actually legally define a planned release of a pandemic virus to actually be an act of genocide - since it was actually the virus that performed the mass killings, not other humans directly.

• **By Any Other Name: Thoughts on U.S. Genocide Determinations** — *Council on Foreign Relations, 4/17/2019*

5. **Sofia Borges, Senior Vice President, UN Foundation**

Sofia Borges is the UN Foundation’s Senior Vice President and Head of the New York Office. In this role, **Sofia serves as chief liaison with United Nations leadership and the diplomatic community**, working to identify new opportunities for building and deepening partnerships with a range of stakeholders, as well as overseeing initiatives with the private sector and managing engagement with other organizations. As a member of the UN Foundation leadership team, she also provides overall guidance and participates in the development of long-term strategy for the Foundation. Prior to joining the UN Foundation, Sofia held the position of Deputy Chef de Cabinet to the President of the 72nd Session of the UN General Assembly and served in the Cabinet of the President of
the 71st Session of the UN General Assembly as Special Adviser on Strategic Engagement and Transparency.

From 2002-2016, Sofia held various positions at the Permanent Mission of Timor-Leste to the UN, including six years as Ambassador and Permanent Representative. She represented Timor-Leste through a critical peacekeeping to peace building period, including its removal from the agenda of the UN Security Council. During this time, she also served as Chair of the Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee) for the 69th session of the UN General Assembly and as a Vice President of the 68th Session of the UN General Assembly. She was the Chief Negotiator for Timor-Leste during the Open Working Group on the Sustainable Development Goals (2013-2014) and Chief Negotiator for Timor-Leste on the Post-2015 Inter-Governmental Negotiations on the SDGs (2014-2015). She was also Chair of the Community of Portuguese Speaking Countries (2014-2016) and Chair of the G7+ (2010-2014), a role which was critical in the negotiations on the 2030 Agenda. Additionally, Sofia has served as a member of the Advisory Board for the UN Democracy Fund (2012-2013) and as a Member of the Executive Board of UN Women (2012-2013). Prior to joining the Foreign Ministry, Sofia worked both as an anthropologist at the Central Land Council in Australia, engaging with indigenous land owners in Central Australia on lands rights claims, and at the Asian Development Bank on issues surrounding post-conflict reconstruction in Timor-Leste.

Sofia holds degrees in Anthropology, Political Science, and Law from the Australian National University, Canberra, and Northern Territory Universiaty, Darwin. She speaks Tetum, English, and Portuguese.
6. George Fu Gao, Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention

George F. Gao is the Director-General, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention; a Professor in the Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences; President of the Chinese Society of Biotechnology; and President of the Asian Federation of Biotechnology (AFOB).

Dr. Gao obtained his DPhil degree from Oxford University, UK, and did his postdoc work in both Oxford University and Harvard University, with a brief stay in Calgary University. His research interests include enveloped viruses and molecular immunology. His group research is mainly focused on the enveloped virus entry and release, especially influenza virus interspecies transmission (host jump), structure-based drug-design, and structural immunology. He is also interested in virus ecology, especially the relationship between influenza virus and migratory birds or live poultry markets and the bat-derived virus ecology and molecular biology. (The “official” story of the etymology of the supposed “CoVID-19” was that it was transferred from “live meat markets in WuHan - to BATS. Hmmmmm!)

Dr. Gao has published more than 450 refereed papers and 10 books or book chapters, and he has applied for and obtained more than 25 UK, US,
and Chinese patents. His research has recently expanded to public health policy and global health strategy. He led the China CDC team from September to November 2014 to work in Sierra Leone in the fight against Ebola.

Dr. Gao is a member (academician) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, a fellow of the Third World Academy of Sciences (also known as the World Academy of Sciences), a fellow of the American Academy of Microbiology, and an associate member of EMBO. He is a recipient of several national and international awards, including the TWAS Medical Prize (2012), the Nikkei Asian Prize (2014), and the HLHL S&T Advancement Award (2015).

7. Latoya Abbott, Risk Management and Global Senior Director, Occupational Health Services, Marriott International

Latoya D. Abbott is the Senior Director of Global Occupational Health Services for Marriott International. She has over 20 years of experience as a nurse practitioner, educator, and senior leader. She has worked in a multitude of settings both as a nurse practitioner and as an administrator, including occupational health clinics, long-term care facilities, and critical care units. She has taught as an Associate Professor of Nursing for graduate-level students at Howard University, where she was nominated for the Professor
of the Year award, and she has precepted nurse practitioner students from Marymount University and South University. Most recently, Dr. Abbott served as an advisor to students pursuing their doctorates of nursing practice at Capella University.

Prior to joining Marriott International, Dr. Abbott was the Director of the Occupational Health and Wellness Institute at Providence Hospital in Washington, DC, where she managed an occupational health clinic while treating patients, promoting wellness, and overseeing workers’ compensation cases. In this role, Dr. Abbott created and implemented a streamlined process to vaccinate hospital employees against the flu. Her innovative flu clinic led to a threefold increase in influenza vaccination rates among hospital workers.

In her current role, Dr. Abbott manages nurse case managers, utilization review nurse managers, and on-property nurses around the country, working closely with the claims team to advise on workers’ compensation issues. Dr. Abbott assists with business case analysis and establishing or re-credentialing on-site hotel clinics around the world. She advises hotel properties on the handling of infectious disease outbreaks and has recently created and implemented standard operating procedures to streamline communications surrounding legionella outbreaks and to expedite remediation. In addition to these responsibilities, Dr. Abbott serves as the occupational health representative on the crisis team,
advising on crises including natural disasters, infectious disease outbreaks, and violence or terrorist activity.

Dr. Abbott holds a BS degree in nursing and a BA in psychology from Winston-Salem State University, a masters of science in nursing and adult nurse practitioner certification from the University of North Carolina, and a doctorate in nursing practice from the Catholic University of America, where she was awarded the Dean’s Award of Excellence.

8. Stanley Bergman, Chairman of the Board and CEO, Henry Schein, Inc

Bergman is the heavyweight champion of all the Event 201 “players”. Money Magazine profiled Bergman and listed “10 things you didn’t know” about Bergman. Here is the article in its entirety:
Stanley Bergman is the CEO and Chairman of the Board for Henry Schein Inc. He’s been at the helm of the largest health care products and services for dental, veterinary medical since 1989. Bergman brought an impressive track history of knowledge and leadership in the industry to the position, but there many interesting facts about the executive that people aren’t aware of. To help you become more familiar with the leader of Henry Schein, Inc, here are ten things you didn’t know about Stanley Bergman.

1. He was educated in South Africa

Mr. Bergman attended the University of Witwatersrand, an institution in South Africa. He graduated from the University and earned his CPA credentials. He is a New York State Certified Public Accountant as well as a South African Chartered Accountant. His credentials are current for both countries.

2. He’s received multiple awards and acknowledgements

Because of the significant contributions that Stanley Bergman has made to the field of Dentistry and other areas within the medical industry, he’s received multiple awards and recognition. He’s the recipient of the Corporate Responsibility Lifetime Achievement Award from CR Magazine, The Ellis Island Medal of Honor, he’s a member of the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity and was also made an honorary member of the American Dental Association.
3. He has an honorary doctorate

Bergman has also been granted the AT Still University’s Doctor of Humane Letters from the Arizona School of Dentistry and Oral Health and from Case Western Reserve University as well as an honorary fellowship from the Dental Institute and the International College of Dentists at King’s College London.

4. He and his wife support the arts

Stanley and his wife Marion, along with other members of their family actively support several organizations that foster the arts, cultural diversity, grassroots healthcare, higher education and sustainable entrepreneurial economic development initiatives. They are humanitarian and maintain a keen focus on making improvements in the health and well-being of people within Africa, the United States and several regions throughout the world which are still in their developmental stages.

5. He’s a major leader in the global healthcare industry

Stanley Bergman is a leader who is known and respected throughout the world. His unique perspective on the global health care industry combined with decades of experience on international levels makes him a valuable resource for companies seeking to create sound strategic plans within the realm of global economics and provision of the highest quality products and services for medical, dental and veterinarian professionals.
5. He has international ties to India and Israel

Stanley Bergman is involved in a variety of forums which take into account the physical and financial health of America as well as other countries. He served recently as the President of the American Jewish Committee and he is also the co-founder of the India-Israel Forum. He’s consistent in his efforts to bring people together to start meaningful conversations about healthcare and economics and how problem areas within these topics can best be addressed by leaders of companies, governments and those in charge of strategic planning.

6. His international connections are extensive

Mr. Bergman oversees the Henry Schein group which is active in operations in 33 different countries throughout the world through their various affiliates. He oversees a team that is nearly 19,000 strong. They all work together to provide health care products and services to office based practices throughout the world and it’s an ominous responsibility.

7. When he speaks people listen

Mr. Bergman’s input is highly coveted by leaders in healthcare and economics throughout the world. He serves as a member of multiple boards to give his advisement on a variety of weighty concerns. He’s the Chairman of the Henry Schein, Inc Board of directors, New York University College of Dentistry, the Columbia University Medical Center, the University School of Dental Medicine, Hebrew University, the University of Witwatersrand Fund, Tel Aviv University, The Forsyth Institute, the Business
Council for International Understanding and the World Economic Forum’s Health Care Governors as well as the Metropolitan Opera.

8. He’s the leader of one of the most admired companies in the world

Even if you haven’t heard a lot about Henry Schein, Inc it’s one of the big players in the provision of global healthcare services and products. Stanley Bergman is at the helm of a company that is a member of the S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100. It’s been named to Fortune’s World’s Most Admired Companies list in 2015 and again in 2016 coming in with a ranking of #1 in the industry.

9. Mr. Bergman started with the company in 1980

When Stanley Bergman first joined Henry Schein, Inc it wasn’t as the CEO or Chairman. He worked his way into the job over a period of 9 years. He was appointed as Executive Vice President and Vice President of Finance and Administration from 1980 through 1985. In 1985, he was President until the time that he was appointed as CEO and Chairman of the Board

10. His Net Worth is $69 Million Dollars
9. Admiral Stephen Redd, Deputy Director, Public Health Service and Implementation Science, US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

RADM Stephen C. Redd is the Deputy Director for Public Health Service and Implementation Science at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Dr. Redd currently oversees the Center for Preparedness and Response; the Center for Global Health; the Center for State, Tribal, Local, and Territorial Support; and the Office of Minority Health and Health Equity. In his deputy director role, he focused on the **adoption of implementation science principles at CDC. In collaboration with multiple groups, he is working to understand how public health can most effectively address social determinants of health in various sectors.**

Dr. Redd became Director for CDC’s Center for Preparedness and Response while CDC responded to the 2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak, when he helped to ensure that **congressional stakeholders were kept up-to-date on the evolving outbreak.** He worked across the agency to prepare for the possibility of additional Ebola cases in the United States. **Since then, he has engaged in the agency’s responses to the Zika virus and multiple hurricanes.**

Previously, **Dr. Redd served as incident commander for the 2009 H1N1 pandemic response, which was the longest activation of CDC’s**
Emergency Operations Center at the time. As the leader of the response, involving more than 3,000 CDC staff, he aided in the effort to vaccinate 81 million people against H1N1 in the United States. Dr. Redd has participated in many disease outbreak investigations and responses, including Legionnaires’ disease, strategic development for the control of malaria, and the elimination of measles in the United States.

Dr. Redd is board certified in internal medicine, a Fellow in the American College of Physicians, and a member of the Commissioned Officers Association. He received his baccalaureate degree in history from Princeton University and his medical degree with honors from the Emory University School of Medicine. He trained in medicine at the Johns Hopkins Hospital before completing CDC’s two-year Epidemic Intelligence Service training program.

Honored with numerous awards for his work—among them the USPHS Distinguished Service Medal and the Meritorious Service Medal—Dr. Redd is a three-time nominee and winner of CDC’s prestigious Charles C. Shepard Science Award for outstanding scientific publication at CDC.
10. Paul Stoffels, Chief Scientific Officer, Johnson & Johnson

Paul Stoffels is a visionary leader who inspires and drives transformational innovation to bring years of life and quality of life to millions of people around the world.

Paul spearheads the Johnson & Johnson research and product pipeline by leading teams across all our sectors to set the companywide innovation agenda, discovering and developing transformational healthcare solutions. He also is responsible for the safety of all products of the Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies worldwide, and **steers the company’s global public health strategy to make innovative medicines and technologies accessible in the world’s most vulnerable communities and resource-poor settings.**

Paul’s commitment to fueling innovation and finding the best science, wherever it exists, is the driving force behind the launch of Johnson & Johnson Innovation in 2013, which he now leads to foster science and technology through strategic partnerships, licensing and acquisitions. **Paul also oversees JJDC, the oldest corporate venture fund in the life science industry.**

**Previously, in his role as Worldwide Chairman, Pharmaceuticals, Paul led the transformation of the pharmaceutical research and development pipeline for Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies** of Johnson & Johnson, driving a fundamental shift in the R&D paradigm that is now a model in the industry for productivity and innovation. Under his leadership, Janssen rejuvenated its pipeline, launching multiple new medicines and making a difference for people all over the world.

Prior to this, Paul held various R&D leadership roles within the pharmaceutical sector of Johnson & Johnson. He joined Johnson & Johnson in 2002 with the acquisition of Virco and Tibotec, where he was Chief Executive Officer of Virco and Chairman of Tibotec, and led the development of several breakthrough products for the treatment of HIV that helped to transform this devastating disease from a death sentence to a chronic and treatable condition.
Paul studied Medicine at the University of Diepenbeek and the University of Antwerp in Belgium and Infectious Diseases and Tropical Medicine at the Institute of Tropical Medicine in Antwerp, Belgium. He began his career as a physician in Africa, focusing on HIV and tropical diseases research.

What you have to realize is that Johnson and Johnson Inc. is currently embroiled in over 50,000 product liability lawsuits thanks to 7 problematic products:

1. Talcum powders (Baby Powder and Shower-to-Shower) **The Claims:** Citing studies and internal company documents as far back as the 1970s, plaintiffs in talcum powder lawsuits have claimed that the use of [talc-based powder products can cause ovarian cancer](https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/20/health/johnson-johnson-talc-cancer-suits-worldpur/ci). While Johnson & Johnson and Imerys Talc America (J&J’s talc supplier) deny these claims, jury awards have handed the company several trial losses with high compensatory damages and even higher punitive damages.

2. Hernia and Vaginal mesh (Ethicon and Gynecare) **The Claims:** Hernia mesh and vaginal mesh lawsuits range in claims from pain and discomfort to allergic reactions, infections, and even perforation or erosion into nearby organs and tissues. In many cases, the condition initially treated with the mesh (i.e., hernia or pelvic organ prolapse) recurs as well, requiring additional surgeries to remove the mesh and repair damage.

3. Depuy Hip Replacement Implants **The Claims:** Thousands of individuals have filed claims against Johnson & Johnson related to DePuy hip replacement implants, asserting that the joint components have led to severe complications like metal poisoning (metallosis),
allergic reactions, dislocations, fractures, and deep-vein thrombosis, among other things.

4. Xarelto **The Drug:** With more than 20,000 Xarelto lawsuits filed against Johnson & Johnson, this prescription blood thinner is one of the largest subjects of litigation in this group. As one of the first of a new generation of anticoagulants, Johnson & Johnson failed to develop an antidote for Xarelto when it was introduced, leaving patients without a way to counteract the effects of the drug if something should go wrong. The lack of an antidote has led the Institute for Safe Medication Practices to declare blood thinners like Xarelto and Pradaxa to be among the most dangerous prescription drugs available on the market today. **The Claims:** The vast majority of claims by plaintiffs in Xarelto suits are related to severe bleeding events, in some cases resulting in death by exsanguination. J&J’s failure to properly inform patients that no antidote was available led to pain and suffering, especially since other blood thinners with antidotes exist, such as warfarin, and could have been used instead of Xarelto. Several verdicts have gone against Johnson & Johnson, but the company is appealing those verdicts and continuing to fight against new lawsuits as they are filed.

5. **INVOKANA The Drug:** This prescription drug is used to treat type 2 diabetes by blocking a specific protein in the bloodstream (SGLT2), which prevents glucose (sugar) from being reabsorbed into the body. Canagliflozin, the active ingredient in Invokana, was developed by Janssen Pharmaceuticals (a division of J&J) and the Japanese drugmaker Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma. **The Claims:** Diabetics are already at a higher risk of many health conditions, but large-scale studies have shown that taking Invokana can put them at even higher
risk for some severe problems. The most common side effects of Invokana claimed in lawsuits include lower-body amputations (toe, foot, or lower leg), diabetic ketoacidosis – a potentially deadly blood acid condition – kidney failure, and pancreatitis. A host of other side effects are also associated with the drug, from dehydration and constipation to urinary problems and even greater risk of broken bones. Some of these risks apply to all SGLT2 inhibitors, not just Invokana.

6. **RISPERDAL** **The Drug:** Risperdal is a prescription drug used to treat schizophrenia in adults, but it has slowly grown in practice to treat a number of psychological disorders in people of all ages – despite not having been approved by the FDA for all of those uses. Off-label uses of Risperdal include treatment of ADHD, anxiety, and “agitation.” The U.S. Department of Justice fined Johnson & Johnson $2.2 billion because of its marketing of these and other off-label uses, making it the largest healthcare-related fine in all of Big Pharma history. **The Claims:** Plaintiffs in [Risperdal lawsuits](#) claim that taking the drug can lead to a higher risk of serious health problems, including gynecomastia (enlarged breasts), heart attack, and stroke. Elderly patients with dementia are at an even higher risk of death than others, and as such the FDA now requires a black box warning on Risperdal stating that risk. Less severe side effects include headache, constipation, tiredness, and sexual problems.

7. **CONCERTA** **The Drug:** Concerta is a prescription drug approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and it contains methylphenidate – the same active ingredient as the more well-known Ritalin, which is made by Novartis. With more than 6 million children who have been
diagnosed with ADHD, that’s a lot of prescriptions each year! The Claims: The most concerning claim is that Concerta can cause severe depression and suicidal thoughts, prompting attempts to commit suicide – even in children as young as 7 or 8 years old. The drug can give rise to other mental health conditions, such as anxiety, agitation, and hallucination. Physical side effects of Concerta include seizure, priapism, gastrointestinal problems, and uncontrolled tics.

The very fact that Stoeffels, the CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER responsible for many of these fines and lawsuits would be listed amongst the “Players” personally invited to “Event 201” is extremely concerning - especially when plans for a “Global Pandemic Exercise” are being formulated.

11. Jane Halton, Board member, ANZ Bank; Former Secretary of Finance and Former Secretary of Health, Australia

Jane Halton, AO, PSM, FAICD, FIPPA, is a member of the board of the ANZ Bank, Clayton Utz, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute, and the US Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation. She is chairman of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, COTA, and Vault Systems. Her 33-year career in the Australian public service included nearly 15 years as Secretary of the Department of Finance and Secretary of the Department of Health and Ageing.

Previously, she was Executive Co-ordinator (Deputy Secretary) of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. She has extensive experience in health policy and delivery, the delivery of the Australian
government budget, and the management and performance of Australian government agencies.

Ms. Halton has held a number of significant roles in global health governance, including as chair of the board of the World Health Organization (WHO), president of the World Health Assembly, and chair of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) health committee.

Interestingly enough, Ms. Halton has been in the international news quite regularly over the last 2 months declaring that without billions of government dollars a ‘CoVID-19’ vaccine will be “at least a year away.” In short - she is the poster girl for promoting a magic-bullet corona vaccine.

12. Matthew Harrington, Global Chief Operations Officer, Edelman (one of the largest PR/marketing consultancy firms in the world, in fees/revenue)

Matthew Harrington is the global chief operating officer at Edelman, an industry-leading communications (i.e. propaganda) firm that partners with businesses and organizations to evolve, promote, and protect their brands and reputations. In concert with his overseeing global operations, Mr. Harrington advises leaders of some of the world’s largest and most complex companies on corporate
positioning, reputation management, crisis communications, merger and acquisition, and IPOs. His articles on trust and executive leadership have appeared in the Harvard Business Review, Fortune, and other leading business publications.

Mr. Harrington’s nearly 30-year career at Edelman has encompassed work for hundreds of clients across nearly every industry sector. His previous leadership roles at Edelman include president of the US and president of the Eastern and Western regions. He also led the initiative to create Edelman’s code of conduct.

A graduate of Denison University, Mr. Harrington serves on its board of trustees, as well as on the boards of the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) and the Classic Stage Company, and he is a member of the Board of Advisors of the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School of Communications. He also is an advisory member of the Marketing 50.

The fact that Harrington, the CEO of Edelman is one of the “players” of Event 201 is monumental. Edelman has mastered the art of positive Public Relations (PR) to a science that puts Josef Goebels to shame. They literally have the ability to make the masses truly believe that Bullsh— is actually Shinola that can polish everything from your house windows to your Cadillac to the glossiest shine ever. For instance, during the 70’s and 80’s the LDS Church had a very palpable Public Relations problem. Most
Americans looked at the Mormons as a strange and wicked cult. Then the Mormon leadership employed Edelman — and boy did Edelman deliver – successfully changing Christian attitudes about Mormonism’s worldwide image into a more traditional acceptance as a “Christian” organization. The point is, the core beliefs and doctrines of Mormonism have never changed - only the general world's opinion of them has changed - and changed dramatically. Make no mistake, with Edelman at the helm - their expertise and orchestration of the “exercise” can make the story extremely hard NOT to believe in every way. Public Relations is synonymous with Professional Propaganda - and Edelman is truly the master of the art of the deal! They can literally motivate an Eskimo to buy an ice-making machine.

13. Chokwe Ihekweazu, Director General, Nigeria Centre for Disease Control

Dr. Chikwe Ihekweazu is the Director General of the Nigeria Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) and was until January 2018, the Acting Director of the Regional Centre for Disease Control for West Africa.
Dr Ihekweazu trained as an infectious disease epidemiologist and has over 20 years’ experience working in senior public health and leadership positions in several National Public Health Institutes, including the South African National Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD), the UK’s Health Protection Agency, and Germany’s Robert Koch Institute (RKI). **Dr Ihekweazu has led several short-term engagements for WHO, mainly in response to major infectious disease outbreaks around the world.**

Dr Ihekweazu is a graduate of the College of Medicine, University of Nigeria and has a Masters in Public Health (MPH) from the Heinrich-Heine University, Dusseldorf, Germany. In 2003, he was awarded a Fellowship for the European Programme for Intervention Epidemiology Training (EPIET) and subsequently completed his Public Health specialisation in the UK. **He is widely published in medical peer review journals.**

Nigeria is not exactly a CoVID hotspot - with only 12 cases according the WHO - yet you wouldn’t know it by looking at the NCDC’s website. It has more information than any African nation about the “dangers” of the “pandemic corona” and how it will likely devastate Nigeria. For whatever reason, Dr. Ihekweazu has become a “major infectious disease” outbreak expert for all of Africa.
14. Martin Knuchel, Head of Crisis, Emergency and Business Continuity Management, Lufthansa Group Airlines

Martin Knuchel is Senior Director and Head of Crisis, Emergency & Business Continuity Management, for Lufthansa Group Airlines. He is responsible for strategic development of crisis and emergency procedures, emergency field organization and care organization procedures for the Lufthansa Group. His responsibilities entail planning and coordinating the interface work with communication, ground operations, security, safety and training, as well as planning and executing emergency exercises for the group’s crisis teams. **He also serves as the pandemic coordinator for the airline.** He has been with Swiss International Air Lines since 2002, serving in positions of increasing responsibility.

Mr. Knuchel is responsible for emergency operations with partner airlines and is the leader of the Swiss International Air Lines crisis team. He directs emergency training for staff worldwide, and he is responsible for interfacing with national and international organizations, including the Swiss foreign ministry, the Swiss health ministry, and embassies and authorities in various countries.

I didn't know major airlines had a “pandemic coordinator” as one of their job descriptions, primarily because the 2009 “pandemic” was such a dud. But hey - it’s good to be prepared like a good Boy Scout, right?
15. Eduardo Martinez, President, The UPS Foundation

Eduardo Martinez is President of the UPS Foundation and UPS Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer. The UPS Foundation leads the global citizenship programs and initiatives for UPS, and, as President, Dr. Martinez is responsible for the operations and management of its global philanthropic, employee engagement, and corporate relations programs, which invests in more than 4,300 organizations and communities across 170 countries. In addition, Dr. Martinez also serves as the UPS Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer, with responsibilities for the advancement of diversity and inclusion programs that empower more than 440,000 UPS employees worldwide.

Dr. Martinez served as corporate legal counsel in the UPS Legal Department until 2007, where his practice included commercial transactions, intellectual property, and information technology matters, as well as civil litigation. Prior to assuming the position as President, he served as Director of Philanthropy and Corporate Relations for the UPS Foundation.

Dr. Martinez joined UPS in 1976 as a package handler in UPS’s South Florida operation, where he subsequently entered the management ranks in the company’s operations and the industrial engineering functions. He later held senior management positions in the areas of Corporate Accounting and Finance, Risk Management, and Acquisitions. In these capacities, he also served UPS’s subsidiaries and international region.
In addition to his corporate responsibilities, Dr. Martinez was formerly Chairperson of the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Agenda Council on Humanitarian Response. Currently, he serves on the WEF’s Managing the Risk and Impact of Future Epidemics Steering Committee. Dr. Martinez also serves on the UN Global Logistics Cluster’s Logistics Emergency Team Steering Council and on the executive committees of the United Nations Office for Coordination Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) Connecting Business Initiative and the Global Health Security Agenda’s Private Sector Round Table. He recently joined the Global Humanitarian Action Executive Council under the leadership of the UN Secretary-General’s Humanitarian Envoy.

Dr. Martinez serves as chair of the Points of Light Corporate Service Council, which is composed of Fortune 500 companies dedicated to the global volunteer movement. He serves as Principal, representing UPS, on the Corporate Board of Advisors for UnidosUS organization as well as Chairperson of the Points of Light Institutes’ Corporate Service Council. Dr. Martinez also serves as Advisor to the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) and is a member of the Board of Directors of the International Association for Volunteer Effort (IAVE). He is former co-chair and appointee by the National Academy of Science of its national program, Resilient America. Dr. Martinez serves on the International Leadership Board of UK-based Business in the Community organization, and he serves on the Executive Committee of IMPACT 2030, a business-led coalition to advance the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals and on the Board of the United Nations public-private sector coalition innovation incubator, Global Humanitarian Lab.
Dr. Martinez holds a bachelor of arts degree in accounting from the University of Miami, Florida, and a juris doctor degree from the Nova Southeastern University Law School. A member of the American Bar Association and the Hispanic National Bar Association, he is also a member of the Florida Bar.

Ah Eduardo - as the leader of the Brown Shirt legion worldwide you really do get around! Managing the “risk and impacts of future pandemics” makes you an essential “player” on the team for sure!

16. Hasti Taghi, Vice President and Executive Advisor, NBCUniversal Media

Hasti Taghi serves in the Chief of Staff capacity at NBCUniversal, advising chairman of advertising and partnerships on operations of a nearly $11Billion division of the company with 1500 employees. Former television news reporter in market 10, with experience in breaking news, healthcare and daily news coverage. Skilled in healthcare communication with expertise in crisis, corporate and executive communications. Master’s Degree in Global Affairs from Rice University's Baker Institute for Public Policy with a concentration in International Political Development.
I would bet that Ms. Taghi and Mr. Harrington of Edelman would get along famously - writing down the NEWSCAST SCRIPTS that would be parroted around the world. Anybody who even dared to question the official worldwide story would simply have to be a lunatic conspiracy nut-job.

17. Lavan Thiru, Chief Representative, Monetary Authority of Singapore

Lavan Thiru joined the Monetary Authority of Singapore in June 2006 and is currently its Chief Representative in the New York Representative Office. He assumed this role in November 2016. Previously, he was the head of the Financial Products and Investment Solutions Division, part of the Financial Markets Development Department of the Monetary Authority of Singapore. In that role, he oversaw the development of Singapore financial markets. He was also responsible for developing initiatives related to infrastructure and trade finance.

Mr. Thiru spent more than a year on secondment to Clifford Capital, a specialist provider of structured finance solutions established with support from the Government of Singapore, to act as a catalyst for companies that have a meaningful presence in Singapore, in support of their investments or exports overseas.

Mr. Thiru started his career in the Ministry of Finance, overseeing budget policy formulation for the various ministries. He then spent 10 years in tax policy formulation both in the Ministry of Finance and the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Mr. Thiru graduated with an honours degree in business with a specialisation in financial analysis and obtained his MBA (accountancy) from Nanyang Technological University’s Nanyang Business School.

At first blush, one would scratch their heads and wonder why in the world Mr. Thiru from the Monetary Authority of Singapore would be an invited guest to this incredible super team of Who’s Who in the Zoo to lay the plans for a world-wide orchestrated pandemic event. I know that I initially had the same thoughts. Then I did a quick search on Singapore’s connection to Big Pharma worldwide. I had no idea, but I quickly found that the top 10 Pharmaceuticals in the world all have their drug manufacturing located in Singapore! Check it out:

**ABBOTT**

**Area:** Diagnostics, medical devices, generic pharmaceuticals and nutritionals.

**Brief History:** Abbott worldwide was founded in 1888. Today, Abbott employ approximately 73,000 people in 150 countries – 2014 global sales were $22 billion. Abbott work in research, development, manufacture and marketing of a range of products. Their portfolio spans the breadth of healthcare including medical devices, diagnostics, branded generic pharmaceuticals and nutritionals.

**Abbott in Singapore:** Abbott have had a presence in Singapore since 1970. Today, Abbott employs approximately 900 people across the country. These employees are across two sites – the Abbott Nutrition Asia-Pacific Research & Development Center at Biopolis Research Park and Abbott Manufacturing Singapore in Tuas.
AMGEN

Area: Biopharmaceuticals

Brief History: Established in 1980, Amgen was one of the first companies to bring biotechnology based products to patients. They led the way in developing innovative products based on advances in recombinant DNA and molecular biology, and they were responsible for biotechnology’s first blockbuster medicines. Their portfolio today includes treatments in the therapy areas of oncology, rheumatoid arthritis and other autoimmune diseases.

Amgen in Singapore: In 2014, Amgen opened their first biomanufacturing site in Asia, within the Tuas Biomedical Park. They also recently announced a second manufacturing facility on the same site. Once operational, this will be the company’s first commercial API manufacturing facility. Most recently, in 2015, Amgen opened commercial operations within the country.

GLAXOSMITHKLINE

Area: Pharmaceuticals

Brief history: GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) is one of the world’s biggest pharmaceutical companies, describing itself as a “science-led global healthcare company”. GSK took its current form in 2000 after a merger between SmithKline Beecham and Glaxo Wellcome, and in 2014 it ranked as the sixth-biggest pharmaceutical company worldwide. Their products fall into three main areas – vaccines, pharmaceuticals and consumer healthcare. They have six different major manufacturing facilities in Singapore.

Johnson and Johnson

Area: Medical Devices and Pharmaceuticals
Brief History: Founded in 1886 with the initial idea that wounds should be treated and dressed using sterile equipment – today’s Johnson and Johnson is one of the world’s biggest healthcare companies. Johnson and Johnson operate three distinct divisions – medical devices, pharmaceuticals and consumer health. Their products are marketed in 57 countries via almost 265 operating companies – global personnel is approximately 126,000.

Johnson & Johnson in Singapore: Singapore acts as a regional centre for many of Johnson & Johnson’s companies.

LONZA

Area: Contract development & manufacturing

Brief History: Lonza was founded in Switzerland in 1897. Today, Lonza employs approximately 10,000 people at over 40 R&D and manufacturing sites around the world. The company currently operates with two distinct divisions – Speciality Ingredients and Pharma & Biotech – providing contract development and manufacturing service to a wide-range of clients.

Lonza in Singapore: Lonza’s operations in Singapore began in 2007 with the opening of a biological manufacturing facility within the Tuas Biomedical Park. In 2009 they opened a cell therapy facility on the same site. Most recently, in 2011, Lonza announced the investment of a cell culture manufacturing facility. This site develops and produces biopharmaceutical products on a contract basis.

MEDTRONIC

Area: Medical devices

Products You Might Know: Revel insulin pump, Micra pacemaker, Sophono hearing device
**Brief history:** Medtronic began as a medical supply repair shop in the US in 1949, and their first commercial product was a battery powered, wearable pacemaker. From then on, they have focused on technology as a means of improving treatment. Today, there is a focus on using that technology to improve treatment and management of chronic conditions specifically – Medtronic claim that “every 3 seconds, another life is improved by a Medtronic product or therapy”. In 2014, Medtronic bought Irish company Covidien to further expand their scope. Globally, Medtronic employ over 85,000 people in over 160 countries.

**Medtronic in Singapore:** In 2009, Medtronic opened a cardiac device manufacturing facility – the first in Asia. In 2011 Medtronic opened an additional manufacturing site. This also initially served as regional headquarters for the company. In 2016, the regional headquarters activities, moved to their newly opened offices at the Mapletree Business Centre.

**MSD**

**Area/Products:** Healthcare company

**Brief history:** Following their merger with Schering-Plough in 2009, MSD is the world’s second largest pharmaceutical company with operations in over 140 countries. They produce a wide range of products including vaccines and prescription medications for disease areas including diabetes, HIV, hepatitis C, oncology and osteoporosis.

**MSD in Singapore:** MSD employ approximately 1500 people across 5 sites in Singapore. These sites include their Asia Pacific Headquarters, pharmaceutical manufacturing, an animal health site and a research centre. In 2011, MSD announced a further investment of US$250 million in Singapore, with an agreement to expand both R&D and manufacturing in the county over the next decade.
NOVARTIS

Area/Products: Pharmaceuticals

Brief history: Parent company, Novartis AG, is a global healthcare company based in Switzerland, established in its current form in 1996 from the merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz. They are seen as having one of the strongest pharmaceutical pipelines, currently reporting 140 treatments in clinical development. Their pharmaceuticals treat disease areas such as neurology, oncology, ophthalmology and metabolism along with many more.

Novartis in Singapore: Novartis has 4 manufacturing sites across Singapore, as well as commercial operations and its regional headquarters. The company’s investment in Singapore totals more than S$1.6 billion. In total, there are over 1500 employees across the country.

PFIZER

Area: Pharmaceuticals

Brief History: Pfizer was first established in 1849 as a fine-chemicals business in New York and has grown to become the world’s biggest biopharmaceutical company through both pipeline development and acquisition. Pfizer has treatments in many prominent disease areas and therapies in most high-growth markets. In 2014, Pfizer’s revenue was reported as $49.6 billion.

Pfizer in Singapore: Pfizer has had a presence in Singapore since 1964. In late 2016, Pfizer opened a manufacturing technology development centre on Jurong island. The purpose of this site is to develop the company’s high-tech manufacturing technologies. In total, the company has over 600 employees in Singapore, including approximately 500 at a manufacturing site in Tuas
ROCHE

Area: Pharmaceutical and Diagnostics

Brief History: Roche is a Swiss based company that was founded in 1896. The company has efforts in both pharmaceutical and diagnostic development and manufacture. There are over 80,000 people employed by Roche worldwide and products are distributed in more than 150 countries.

Roche in Singapore: After establishing a presence in the country in 1973, Roche have three areas of operation in Singapore – pharmaceuticals, manufacturing and diagnostics (for which, Singapore acts as regional headquarters). Their technical operations (manufacturing) in Singapore began in 2009. There are currently two biologics manufacturing facilities within the same site in the Tuas Biomedical Park – these are the first such facilities for the company in Asia.

Now you know exactly why Lavan Thiru was invited. Last, but definitely not least!!!

SUMMATION

This report is either one of two things - it is either an indictment against a group of 17 of the most extremely powerful and influential people on earth - who have orchestrated a conspiracy of massive proportions, or it is just a story documenting how a group of philanthropic humanitarians with almost a supernatural prescient ability to foretell future events met to join their super-power forces to unite the world for the inevitably deadly pandemic roaring down like a runaway freight train. If people are today dropping dead in massive numbers mere hours after exhibiting symptoms exactly as millions did in 1918, then by all means I subscribe to the latter scenario. But when one realizes that, if the CoVid-19 is legitimate and real it is no
more deadly than the common cold corona virus or a mild seasonal flu, then I have to subscribe to the former scenario. I simply see no reason to incite such mass panic and irrational fear for something that is clearly nothing more than an inconvenience.

Don’t get me wrong. I do not deny that thousands have died worldwide. Of course that is a tragedy, for every human life is valuable and treasured. But my point in writing this is the overall numbers, while tragic, are exactly in line with what is in reality, a very minor cold and flu season on the whole. I know because I have been monitoring worldwide influenza death numbers since 2002 - since the day I learned about Dr. Jeffrey Taubenberger’s successful endeavor to resurrect the killer 1918 corona influenza virus from the permafrost of Brevig Mission, Alaska.

It’s up to you, the reader, to be the jurist on this vital case, and to render a verdict. Millions of people’s livelihoods and well being are at stake if this continues much longer. If the verdict is that this is indeed a masterful, grand hoax, then make your voices heard loud and clear. Ask tough questions to your local and state officials and demand that they answer you. Ask them about the “tests” for “corona” viruses - and the potential for “false positives” and how it is NOT CoVID-19 specific. Ask them how it is that nobody seemed to be the least bit concerned that 61,000 American citizens that died from seasonal influenza in 2017-18 and that over 650,000 died worldwide. Ask them why major sporting events and the public’s 1st Amendment rights to peaceably assemble in churches and synagogues seem to be the first thing taken away on the pretext of public safety. What’s
next to be taken? Firearms and the ability to defend yourself against thieves and violent robbers?

I can hear the “pat” answers already. This is simply too large and complex of a worldwide situation for it to be a hoax and a conspiracy. Too many people would have to be complicit - and that’s just not possible.

My answer is simply to look at the pages of history. Hitler successfully brainwashed an entire nation into believing a massive falsehood by employing a relatively small cadre of willing accomplices as compared to the 17 members of the rogue’s gallery herein identified. In case you missed it, each member of the “Players” team brings a very unique and necessary skill set to the table. Like a finely tuned orchestra, each individual instrument combines to make a symphony. Not only are the citizens of the world duped via an inordinate reliance on “social media” - but so are the honest heads of state and our elected officials. They too believe the “experts” and the “captains of industry”. Why shouldn’t they?

So, what’s the motive? I submit that the Love of Money is indeed the root of all evil, just as the Holy Bible declares. After a certain point, however, billionaires like Bill Gates, et al. are not motivated as much by money, as they are by the consolidation of POWER, and in leaving a lasting legacy by socially engineering the world to fit their unique, pride-filled paradigm.

Here’s another plausible explanation to end with if you believe that money is indeed the primary motivation for most conspiracies.
Effects of the corona virus on the stock exchanges worldwide, within 1 month:
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Well, now look at this:

(China) + 0.3%
China, the clear original epicenter of the supposed “pandemic", has now miraculously "recovered" and has almost no “new” coronavirus cases. How can that be if this thing is so terribly deadly?? The world as a whole is just now beginning to feel the effects and panic of the disease. Who recovered first, supposing this is actually a real, honest-to-goodness “novel" virus? China itself! It appears that it could very likely be that this entire virus “exercise” was a detailed and planned reaction (i.e. a conspiracy) from the Chinese government to the salvos of the trade war with the United States and one Donald J. Trump.

The Chinese regime’s contrived goal: to plunge the world into recession, while re-invigorating their own economy as never before!!

Isn't the scenario pretty clear? China bought almost every prime share of stock that was massively devalued on the world’s stock exchanges … whereby the Chinese became the majority owners of the global companies that are operating in China, but now the money stays in China “.

Along the same lines, I received this yesterday from a trusted source:

"* OPERATION CHECKMATE **

Did anyone see this coming?

In the past few days, China has broken many records, won absolutely everything, bought $20 billion of stocks in the first wave of downturning stock market news and ended up buying about 30% of the shares of western companies in China.
Xi Jinping has surpassed the Europeans and the incredibly intelligent American Democrats. He played a wonderful game before the eyes of the whole world.

The Chinese currency had begun to decline sharply due to the situation in Wuhan, but the Chinese central bank did absolutely nothing to prevent this free falling collapse.

There were also many rumors that China didn't even have enough masks to fight the corona virus. These rumors, and Xi Jinping's declaration that he was ready to protect Wuhan's residents by blocking the borders, led to a sharp drop in share prices (44%) in Chinese technology stocks and their chemical industry.

Financial sharks started immediately dumping all Chinese stocks, but nobody wanted to buy them, and they were completely devalued.

At that point, Xi Jinping took a big step, waited a week, and smiled at the press conference as if nothing special had happened.

And when the price fell below the permitted limit, he ordered the purchase of ALL European and American stocks at the same time! Then the "financial sharks" realized that they were royally cheated and left bankrupt. But it was too late, because all the shares had been transferred to China, which not only earned $2 TRILLION in value at the time, but also became the majority shareholder in the companies built by Europeans and Americans on Chinese soil thanks to the simulation.

The shares now belong to their companies and have become owners of the heavy industry on which the EU, America and the whole world depend.
From now on, China will determine the price, and the earnings of its companies will not leave the Chinese borders, but will stay at home and keep all Chinese prime gold reserves intact.

That's why the American and European "financial sharks" were stupid, and in a few minutes the Chinese garnered most of their stocks, which are now producing billions of dollars in profits!

I don’t remember ever witnessing such a brilliant step in the entire history of the stock market! And all because of a tiny little parasite called a CORONA (KING) VIRUS! (And don’t forget about George Fu Gao either.)

CHECKMATE!"

And only yesterday there was a first (Corona?) Virus death reported in Russia … Putin has to be laughing his butt off at the gullible stupidity of the Brits and the Yanks. Don’t forget, Russia and China are strategic allies. Along with Iran.